
Essential Learning Goal(s): 
Standard: 1. Number Sense,Properties, and Operations Indicator: 1, 3 
Students learn the relationship between multiplication and division and apply computation skills to appropriate 
problems. 

Unit/Lesson Topic: 
Multiplication/Division – Gr. 3 

DOK Level 1  DOK  Levels 2-3  DOK Level 4  

Foundational Learning Targets:                                               Application of Foundational Skills Learning Targets:                                  Driving Question:  
Identify and define: repeated addition, multiplication,  
division 
 
 
 
 
Foundational Knowledge 
(mini lessons/quick checks): 
Students develop an 
understanding of the 
meanings of:  
multiplication – repeated 
addition and equal groups- 
teach through x being groups 
of. 
division – repeated 
subtraction method 
groups – groups of as x 
symbol – count bys, odd vs. 
even  
arrays -  pictures of groups, 
graph paper, candy arrays, 
area 
area models- graph paper, 
perimeter and area zoo 
Reinforce the following 
vocab: 
factor 
dividend 
divisor 
quotient 

Pre- assessment: 
Big 10: 
Given array write number 
sentence, missing factor, 
missing product, division, 
draw array, label factor, 
product, quotient, divisor, 
dividend. 
Success Indicators 
(correct responses): 
9-10 = extension 
7-8 = mini lessons + 
extension 
4-6 = mini lessons, 
general, remediation 
where needed 
Less than 4 = mini lessons 
+ remediation 
 

Pathway 1 (on target) 
After mini lesson students will: 
   -Play array race around (board game) 
  - Use dice to generate multiplication 
facts which they show three ways (array, 
number sentence, repeated addition) 
  - Use triangle method to solve for 
missing factor or quotient 
  - Use hundreds chart to identify patterns 
of specific count-bys 
 - Ron Brown math music – random 
number cd to calculate with given factor 
- Fact family relationships 
-ST Math – multiplication visuals 
- Kahn video – arrays 
- Xpressions – interactive whiteboard 
tools 
- Number line count by tool introduction 
(to carry over to fractions as well) 
 

Checkpoints 
 
Formative table data 
 
Performance on Big 5 
 
Math talk recording 
 
ST Math level attempts 
on multiplication 
 
Page 3.5 practice page 
 
Student score of x 
problems in one minute 
on math race site 
 

Content 
Proficiency 
Objective  
(What could it look like?) 
 
Proficient students will: 
Be able to describe a 
situation where use of 
multiplication or division 
would assist in solving the 
problem. 
 
Use computation 
strategies in real world 
scenarios. 
 
“Teach” others through 
math talk; showing 
metacognition. 
 
 

( I create with student 
input on wording)  How  
does knowing 
multiplication and 
division and when to 
use them help me in 
math and science, or in 
life? 

Do math talks show understanding of equal groups with explanation of 
multiplication being a faster way to compute repeated addition? 
 
Does student demonstrate understanding of inverse relationship between 
multiplication and division? 



 
 

 

Remediation(s) (Mini 
Lesson Remediation) 
YouTube Arrays Video 
Kahn Repeated addition 
video 
Math Xpressions 
interactive tools with 
teacher 
ST Math shoes on objects 
in teacher mode 
Double dose at table 
Build candy arrays 
Kim Sutton page on arrays 
Patterns in math 
interactive hundreds 
chart 

Pathway 2: (remediation) 
 
Small group time centered around need: 
‘groups of’, hands on manipulative for 
concrete building, frog hop number line 
for skipping #’s and count by’s, introduce 
by patterns: 1s, 5s, 2s,4s, 8s, 3s, 6s, 9s, 7s, 
hundreds chart, multiplication chart, 
interactive math site multiply with me 
game, todo math groups of, graph paper 
arrays, candy arrays, ST facilitation in 
teacher mode, peer math talk modeling, 
interactive 100s chart, fact family 
connections 
 

Checkpoints 
 
Math talk recording 
 
Performance on Big 5 
 
ST Math level attempts 
on multiplication 
 
Student self assessment 
checklist rating (I can…, I 
will know I can when…)  

Pathway 3 (extension): 
 
Math exemplar:  Some friends are camping near the 

shore and one friend suggests that they go fishing. Six boats are 
available at the campsite. Each boat holds two people and the 
friends are excited because that is exactly how many they 
need. The rule on this lake is that each person can catch only 
three fish. How many fish did the friends catch that day if each 
friend caught the limit? Show all your mathematical thinking. 

Recorded on Seesaw or TeachPro. 
 
Solve problems from 1 x1 -9x9.  What 
patterns do you notice related to odds 
and evens?  When you have an odd x odd 
what is outcome? Even x even? Odd x 
even? 
 
Open ended: Be able to describe a situation where use of 

multiplication or division would assist in solving the problem. 
Use computation strategies in real world scenarios. 
“Teach” others through math talk; showing metacognition. 

What might you do to demonstrate your 
understanding of these concepts?  

Checkpoints 
 
Math talk recording 
 
ST Math level attempts 
on multiplication 
 
Student self assessment 
checklist rating (I can…, I 
will know I can when…) 
 
 

 


